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1 Introduction
The activities within a computer system can be
viewed as a sequence of operations on objects. One of
the primary purposes of a security mechanism is access control that consists of determining and enforcing which active subjects, e.g., processes, can have
access to which objects and in which access mode
(Koch et al., 2002).
Collaborative access control means that the cooperation of multiple subjects is required in making
an access control decision; i.e., an access request can
be granted only with the agreement or acceptance of
two or more subjects. Requirements for collaborative
access control have long existed in the physical world,
such as the two-man rule, whereby the cooperation of
at least two different users is required to complete a
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sensitive task. In real-life scenarios, there are several
motivations for collaborative access control:
1. The first is to protect the confidentiality and
integrity of sensitive resources. For example, when a
business involves several partners, it may be necessary to control individual access to sensitive data such
as contracts, design details, trade figures, and business strategies, some or all of which may be considered commercial secrets. Malicious or even unintended alteration of this information may not only
lead to disastrous internal management decisions but
also affect the reputation of an enterprise (Tan et al.,
2002). In such a scenario, the cooperation of multiple
subjects might be required to grant permission to
access these sensitive data. If a subject must access
specific sensitive data, then committing fraud requires a conspiracy of at least two people, which
raises significantly the probability of disclosure and
capture.
2. The second motivation is the performance of
sensitive tasks that exist in both commercial and military areas. Decisions concerning authorization to
execute such tasks often require approval from mul-
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tiple independent parties to prevent fraud and the
abuse of rights. For instance, an important commercial investment strategy must be approved by at least
half of the members including the chairman of the
board of directors. Any individual, including the
highest-level individuals, cannot be granted permission to approve such strategies unless the required
collaboration among various parties is achieved.
Collaborative access control has several key
requirements:
1. Permission weights should be considered to
reflect the degree of trust held by different subjects in
accessing a permission. In collaborative access control, different subjects may have different degrees of
trust in gaining a permission. The degree of trust
refers to the level of liability and trustworthiness that
a subject has in a collaboration. For example, a general manager might have a higher degree of trust in
collaborative access to business strategies than a
common employee. A subject with a higher degree of
trust in gaining a permission should be assigned a
larger weight towards the permission. This is different
from regular permission assignments in existing access control approaches.
2. A flexible approach should be followed to
define the collaboration among multiple subjects for
gaining a permission. In collaborative access control,
a permission can be accessed only if the corresponding collaboration is achieved. For example, the permission to read a confidential document can be accessed only if at least three different users including a
general manager agree with the access request, and
the total weight of the permission owned by these
users should be equal to or greater than 6. Different
permissions may have different required collaborations. For instance, a permission with a higher degree
of sensitivity (i.e., one involving a very sensitive
protected resource) may require the involvement of
more collaborators.
3. Context constraints (e.g., time, location, and
historical information) are an important factor that
should be specified in collaborative access control to
support the least privilege principle; i.e., every subject
should operate using the least amount of privilege
necessary to complete a specific job. For example, a
common employee can be granted the permission to
read confidential documents with a weight of 1 only
when access time is between 9 am and 5 pm.

Existing approaches to access control cannot
satisfy the above requirements. To address the problem, we propose an authorization model for collaborative access control (CACAM) in the context of
RBAC (role-based access control), which is accepted
as the access control model most suitable for enterprise organizations. Our contributions are summarized as follows:
1. The concepts of collaborative permission,
collaboration constraint, and collaborative authorization policy are proposed to address the above requirements. Collaborative permissions refer to the
permissions that need to be accessed collaboratively
by multiple parties. Each collaborative permission is
associated with a collaboration constraint, which
makes it possible to express the conditions that need
to be satisfied by collaborators to gain the permission
flexibly. Collaborative permissions are assigned to
roles via the specification of collaborative authorization policies. An important feature of the policy is that
it can specify how much weight a role carries towards
attaining a specific collaborative permission.
2. Effective conflict detection rules for collaborative authorization policies are proposed to prevent
the occurrence of inconsistent system states. Moreover, we introduce a flexible approach to resolve
conflicts by defining two new concepts, priority rule
and resolution policy.
3. We present the implementation architecture
for CACAM and describe the collaboration among
multiple subjects for gaining a collaborative permission.

2 Related works
In the past decade, a considerable amount of
work has been done on access control. The research
most directly related to ours has been in the areas of
access control in collaborative applications, privacy-aware access control, and separation of duty
(SoD).
To fulfill the security requirements in collaborative environments, many related studies have been
carried out. Traore and Khan (2003) proposed a
flexible protection scheme based on a lattice security
model that combines information flow and access
control mechanisms to address privacy and integrity
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requirements in scalable collaborative environments.
In their scheme, an owner of a shared resource can
attach security policies that define who is allowed to
do what operations to the resource, thus preventing
the leakage of valuable data to others. Li et al. (2007)
addressed the issue of access control in a corporate
collaboration setting, proposed guidelines for setting
up multiple access control policies, and discussed the
conflicts that occur between access policies. However,
the approaches proposed in these studies did not address the collaboration among multiple subjects in
making access control decisions.
Alsulaiman et al. (2007) presented a thresholdbased collaborative access control model T-CAC,
which makes it possible to specify some collaboration
among various users to obtain permission. However,
T-CAC defines only the weight required by collaborators to gain the requested permission. Other important factors in collaboration, such as the least
number of collaborators used to prevent fraud and the
abuse of rights, were overlooked. Moreover, T-CAC
does not address the specification of context constraints in authorization policies, and the conflict
detection and resolution methods used to prevent the
occurrence of inconsistent system states have not
been addressed.
Carminati and Ferrari (2008) addressed the issue
of privacy-aware collaborative access control in
Web-based social networks (WBSNs) by presenting a
protocol based on a collaboration of selected nodes in
the network. Kim et al. (2008) proposed a collaborative model based on XACML (extensible access
control markup language) of the OASIS (open architecture for securely interworking services) standard in
pervasive environments. However, permission weight
reflecting the trustworthiness of collaborators was not
considered.
Li et al. (2008) proposed a novel access control
model for a multi-party collaborative environment
and developed an extension to the reference architecture for XACML to support collaborative access
control. However, the proposed model aims to decompose global policies into local policies and
strategies to protect sensitive information belonging
to one party from being known by other parties. This
model is not suitable for the scenarios discussed
above and cannot satisfy the requirements of collaborative access control.
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To address the issue of privacy protection, several privacy-related access control models and approaches have been proposed. Franz et al. (2006)
discussed how protection of data can be realized in a
privacy-enhanced, flexible eLearning environment by
using anonymous credentials and different access
control policies provided by PRIME (privacy and
identity management for Europe, a European project
aiming at developing a working prototype of a privacy-enhancing identity management system). Ni et
al. (2007) introduced a family of models (P-RBAC)
that extend the well-known RBAC model to provide
full support for expressing highly complex privacy-related policies. In P-RBAC, a privacy policy is
expressed as a privacy permission, which explicitly
states the intended purpose, along with the conditions
under which the permission can be given, and the
obligations that are to be finally performed. P-RBAC
unifies privacy policy enforcement and access control
policy enforcement into one access control model.
Ardagna et al. (2008) presented a privacy-aware
framework that integrates access control policies
together with a new type of privacy policy, called a
data handling policy, which allows users to specify
and regulate how personal identifiable information
will be handled by the receiving parties. However,
these studies did not address the collaboration among
multiple users to gain privacy-related permissions.
SoD is a well-known security principle used to
formulate multi-person control policies. Its purpose is
to prevent fraud and error by spreading the responsibility and authority for an action or task over multiple
people, thereby raising the risk involved in committing a fraudulent act by requiring the involvement of
more than one individual (Simon and Zurko, 1997). In
the past 20 years, a considerable amount of work
(Michael et al., 1990; Simon and Zurko, 1997; Gligor
et al., 1998; Ahn and Sandhu, 2000; Crampton, 2003;
Joshi et al., 2003; Sohr et al., 2005) has been done on
SoDs and a variety of SoD variations have been presented (Table 1).
Note that these variations focus on controlling
membership in, activation of, and use of roles, and
aim at dividing a business process into several steps,
spreading the responsibilities and authorities for these
steps over multiple people and requiring that each
step be performed by a different person. These SoD
variations do not provide multi-person control over
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Table 1 Major SoD variations proposed in previous studies
SoD variation
Description
Conflicting roles (CR)
Two or more roles of a conflicting role set cannot be assigned to the same user
Conflicting permissions (CP)
A user cannot acquire conflicting permissions
Conflicting users (CU)
Two conflicting users cannot have roles in the same conflicting role set
User-based static SoD
No role in a specific set is assigned to two or more users in a specific set
Simple dynamic SoD
Users may not assume two restricted roles at the same time. Restricted roles
(User-based dynamic SoD)
refer to roles that have constraints on their activation or use
Session-based SoD
Restricted roles cannot be active at the same time in the same user session
Object-based SoD
No user may act upon a target that the user has previously acted upon
Operational SoD
No user may assume a set of roles that contain all the actions in a complete
business task
History-based SoD
No user is allowed to perform all the actions in a business task on the same
target or collection of targets
Role enabling/disabling
Roles from a given role set cannot be enabled/disabled at the same time in a
time-based SoD
given time interval
Assignment time-based SoD
A user or a permission can be assigned to a role in a specific time interval
Activation time-based SoD
Activation time-based SoDs allow one to specify how a user should be restricted in activating a role. For example, specifying the total duration for
which a user is allowed to activate a role

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

SoD: separation of duty

access control decisions; i.e., they do not support the
collaboration among various users to gain a specific
permission, and cannot satisfy the practical requirements for collaborative access control.

3 Overview of the RBAC96 model
We will base our discussion on RBAC96
(Sandhu et al., 1996), the most well-known rolebased access control model. In this section, we provide an overview of the concepts within the model.
Central to the model are the concepts of user, role,
role hierarchy, permission, session, user-role assignment, permission-role assignment, and constraint
(Fig. 1).

U
users

RH,
UA, role hierarchy PA,
user-role
permission-role
assignment
assignment

R
roles

#

P
permissions

#
#

S
sessions

Constraints

Fig. 1 The RBAC96 model

A user is a human being or an intelligent autonomous agent. A role is a job function or job title
within an organization with some associated semantics regarding the authority and responsibility

conferred on a member of the role. A role hierarchy is
a partial order on roles. If role ri can inherit permissions assigned to role rj, denoted as ri≥rj, we refer to ri
as a senior role of rj, and rj as a junior role of ri. A
permission is an approval of a particular mode of
access to one or more objects in the system. Each
session is a mapping of one user to possibly many
roles. Users are associated with roles using the
user-role assignment relation UA⊆U×R. Permissions
are associated with roles using the permission-role
assignment relation PA⊆P×R. Constraints are a
powerful mechanism for laying out higher-level organizational policies.

4 Description of the CACAM model
In this section, we describe the central notions of
our model (Fig. 2). CACAM preserves the advantages
of RBAC, and offers the added specification of
fine-grained collaborative access control policies by
introducing the concepts of collaborative permission,
collaboration constraint, and collaborative authorization policy. In CACAM, permissions are classified
into two categories: regular permissions and collaborative permissions. Regular permissions refer to
the permissions defined in traditional RBAC models,
and can be granted without the participation of multiple independent parties. Collaborative permissions
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refer to the permissions that can be accessed only
when multiple-independent parties agree to do so. A
collaborative permission is defined as a regular
(RBAC) permission constrained by a collaboration
constraint, which specifies the conditions that should
be satisfied by collaborators for gaining it. Collaborative permissions are assigned to roles via the specification of collaborative authorization policies.
OP,
operations
Collaboration
constraint
O
objects

Binding

Collaborative
permissions
CC,
collaboration
constraints
CAP,
collaborative
authorization
policies

Regular
permissions
RH,
role hierarchy
UA,
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#
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#
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Regular
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S
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Fig. 2 The collaborative access control authorization
model (CACAM)

4.1 Collaborative permission
Definition 1 (Regular permission) A regular permission p is defined as a pair p: <operation, object>,
where operation is a particular mode of access, and
object denotes a specific object.
Definition 2 (Collaborative permission)
A collaborative permission can be defined as a regular
permission associated with a collaboration constraint,
which grants access only if the collaboration constraint evaluates to ‘true’. A collaborative permission
cp takes the form cp: <p, cc>, where p is a regular
permission defined above, and cc denotes the collaboration constraint associated with cp (collaboration constraints will be discussed in more detail later).
For example, the permission to read confidential
business contracts is a collaborative permission, and
can be accessed only if at least three different users
including a general manager agree to do so, and these
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users should activate at least two different roles,
whereas the permission to read public documents is a
regular permission.
4.2 Collaboration constraint
A collaborative permission to be accessed by
multiple parties may have some specific requirements
on the collaboration among these parties, which we
refer to as collaboration constraints.
Definition 3 (Collaboration constraint) A collaboration constraint can be specified as a Boolean expression on some attributes of the collaborators involved in gaining corresponding collaborative permission, denoted as
cc:=Clause1∨Clause2∨…∨Clausei,
Clause:=Condition1∧Condition2∧…∧Conditionm,
Condition:=<at><operator><value>,
where ‘at’ represents an attribute of collaborators in
accessing a collaborative permission, ‘operator’ is a
logical operator in the set {>, <, >=, <=, ==, !=} and
this set can be extended to also accommodate userdefined operators, and ‘value’ is a specific value of
‘at’.
These attributes can be the number of collaborators (col_num), the total weight of targeted permission owned by collaborators (total_weight), the
number of roles activated by collaborators (role_num),
and the set of roles activated by collaborators
(role_set), etc. The possible attributes on collaborators can be defined flexibly according to the security
requirements in collaborative access control.
For example, consider the following two collaborative permissions:
cp1: <read, confidential contract, cc1>,
cp2: <read, regular contract, cc2>,
where cc1: (col_num>=3)∧(role_num>=2)∧(role_set
⊇‘general manager’), cc2: col_num>=2.
cp1 states that the permission to read confidential
business contracts can be accessed only if at least
three different users including a general manager
agree to do so, and these users should activate at least
two different roles; cp2 indicates that the permission
to read regular contracts can be granted to a requester
only if he/she has approval from another user.
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A collaboration constraint will be evaluated
when there is a request to access the corresponding
permission. Permission will be granted only if the
collaboration among participants supporting the request satisfies the constraint. Different collaborative
permissions may have different collaboration constraints. A collaborative permission with a higher
degree of sensitivity (e.g., when the protected resource related to the permission is very sensitive),
may require a more complex collaboration constraint.
For instance, permission cp1 shown above requires
more collaborators to be involved than permission cp2.
4.3 Context constraint
Constraints proposed in traditional RBAC models can be classified into three broad categories: SoD,
cardinality constraints, and prerequisite constraints.
These constraints cannot express contextual information (e.g., time and location) that can specify complicated situations in which roles can activate assigned permissions. For example, sales clerks can be
granted the permission to read important business
strategies with a weight of 1 only when access time is
between 9 am and 5 pm. To address this issue, a
context constraint is defined based on previous work
on context-aware applications (Dey, 2001; Neumann
and Strembeck, 2003; Hulsebosch et al., 2005).
Definition 4 (Context parameter)
A context parameter represents a certain property of the environment, capable of influencing or controlling when and
how a collaborative authorization policy is enforced.
A context parameter may be a concrete property familiar in everyday life, such as time, location, identity,
activity, and network capabilities, or an abstract
concept such as the access intention of a user. By
analyzing the system security requirements, security
administrators can determine the set of context parameters used to specify authorization policies. For
example, suppose we have a context parameter set
CE={time, access_IP_address, DA_IPSet}, where
time represents the current time, access_IP_address
the IP address of a user, and DA_IPSet the IP address
set of the local network.
Each context parameter is associated with a
context function, which is a mechanism to acquire the
current value of the parameter. For example, the
function gettime() is defined to return the current time,
and the function access_IPaddress(u) is used to obtain

the IP address of user u, who may be the user initiating the current access request.
Definition 5 (Context condition) A context condition is a Boolean expression that compares the current
value of a context parameter with either a predefined
specific value, or the current value of another context
parameter. It takes the form cd: <context_par>
<operator><v>, where context_par is a context parameter with which the context condition is concerned, ‘operator’ is either a logical operator in the set
{>, <, >=, <=, ==, !=}, or a user-defined operator as
well, and v denotes a predefined value of context_par,
or another context parameter. For example, ‘cd1:
access_IP_address in DA_IPSet’ is a context condition, indicating that the access IP address is in the
local area network, where ‘in’ is a user-defined logical
operator.
Definition 6 (Context constraint)
A context constraint is defined as a logical conjunction of context
conditions, and is denoted as
c:=Clause1∨Clause2∨…∨Clausei,
Clause:=cd1∧cd2∧…∧cdn,
where cdi (i=1, 2, …, n) represent context conditions
defined above. For example, the following context
constraint states that the current time is between 9 am
and 5 pm, or that the access IP address is in the local
area network:
c1: ((time>=9:00)∧(time<=17:00))∨
(access_ IP_ address in DA_IPSet).
Before describing design details, the criteria for
choosing representative nodes are investigated.
4.4 Collaborative authorization policy
In classical RBAC models, permissions are assigned to roles via the specification of permission-role assignment relations. If a permission is assigned to a role, then a member of the role can access
the permission. This is rather different from the scenarios in collaborative access control. In collaborative
access control, a collaborative permission is partitioned into several pieces and distributed to multiple
users. In some cases, the permission can be accessed
only if the number of collected permission pieces is
equal to or greater than a required threshold-number.
Moreover, the number of permission pieces owned by
different users may be different since the degree of
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trustworthiness in gaining the permission differs from
one user to another. A higher-level user usually behaves with a higher degree of trust and thus is assigned more permission pieces. Consider the following scenario:
Scenario 1 Consider an enterprise with several roles,
including general manager, sales manager, and sales
clerk. To safeguard the confidentiality of business
strategies, the permission to read such strategies is
divided into several pieces for distribution to these
roles. A general manager is assigned three pieces
towards the permission, a sales manager has two
pieces, and a sales clerk is assigned only one piece,
since role ‘general manager’ behaves with the highest,
and role ‘sales clerk’ the lowest degree of trust in
collaborative access to the permission. An individual
shall not be granted such a permission unless he/she
has approval from one or more other users, and at
least five pieces towards the permission are required.
In this scenario, role ‘general manager’ behaves
with a higher degree of trustworthiness and is assigned more pieces towards the permission than other
roles. Therefore, the permission can be accessed with
fewer participants if a general manager is involved.
Only two users, e.g., a general manager and a sales
manager, are required to gain the permission with the
participation of a general manager; otherwise, at least
three users, e.g., two sales managers and a sales clerk,
are required.
To address the above requirement in collaborative access control, we introduce the concept of ‘collaborative authorization policy’, which makes it possible to reflect the degree of trust of different roles in
permission assignments.
Definition 7 (Collaborative authorization policy) A
collaborative authorization policy, cap, is defined as a
5-ary tuple, i.e., cap: <r, cp, pweight, type, c>. Herein,
cp is a collaborative permission and pweight represents the weight of permission cp owned by a member
of role r, i.e., the number of permission pieces assigned to role r towards permission cp. pweight is
identified based on the degree of trust of role r in
accessing permission cp. ‘type’ denotes one of two
policy types, either inheritable ‘1’ or non-inheritable
‘0’. c is the context constraint related to cap, specifying the situation under which cap is active (i.e., a
member of role r can be granted permission cp with a
weight pweight if constraint c is satisfied). c is ‘null’
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if there are no constraints for the activation of cap.
Definition 8 (Inheritable collaborative authorization
policy) cap: <r, cp, pweight, 1, c> as an inheritable
collaborative authorization policy states that role r
and its senior roles can be granted permission cp with
a weight pweight if constraint c is satisfied.
Definition 9 (Non-inheritable collaborative authorization policy) cap: <r, cp, pweight, 0, c> as a noninheritable collaborative authorization policy means
that role r can be granted permission p with a weight
pweight if constraint c is satisfied, whereas its senior
roles cannot inherit such a permission.
By the specification of inheritable attributes in
collaborative authorization policies, CACAM can
support full and partial authority inheritance on role
hierarchies.
An example of collaborative authorization policy is as follows:
cap1: <sales manager, cp1, 2, 0, null>,
cp1: <read, business strategy, cc1>,
cc1: (col_ num>=2)∧(total_weight>=5).
cap1 is a non-inheritable policy, stating that role
‘sales manager’ is assigned the collaborative permission to read business strategies with a weight of 2,
whereas its senior roles cannot inherit the permission.
4.5 Complexity of permission weight specification
The identification of permission weights is important for the definition of collaborative authorization policies. As described above, the weight of permission cp owned by a member of role r is identified
based on the trust level of role r in accessing permission cp. A role with a higher degree of trustworthiness
in gaining a specific collaborative permission should
be assigned a larger weight over the permission.
Therefore, permission weight specification is based
on trust-level evaluation.
Trust is a subjective and elusive notion. As
Gambetta (1990) pointed out: “trust (or, symmetrically, distrust) is a particular level of the subjective
probability with which an agent will perform a particular action.” Trust is affected by those actions that
we cannot monitor, and the level of trust depends on
how our own actions are in turn affected by the
agent’s actions. Moreover, trust is a multidimensional quantity and is given for a specific con-
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text. A role that is trusted to access a specific permission may not be trusted to access other permissions.
For example, a designer who is trusted to design a
drawing may not be trusted to approve a drawing.
Thus, the same role may have different degrees of
trustworthiness in accessing different permissions,
and different roles may have different degrees of trust
in accessing the same permission. Therefore, trust
evaluation is a subjective and complex action, which
depends on the security administrator’s knowledge of
the semantics of roles and collaborative permissions.
The degree of trustworthiness can be expressed
as trust values. Different values have different semantics (Table 2).
Table 2 Trust values and their semantics
Trust value
Meaning
Lowest possible trust
1
Average trust level
2
High trust level, more trustworthy than
3
most roles/users
Very high trust level
4

When the degree of trust of role r in accessing
permission cp has been evaluated and represented as a
trust value, the weight of permission cp owned by a
member of role r can be specified as the trust value.
Suppose that rn is the number of roles and cpn is the
number of collaborative permissions in the system.
The complexity of permission weight specification is
O(rn×cpn).
4.6 Calculation of permission weight in the presence of role hierarchy
Let us consider the following policies:
cap1: <general manager, cp1, 2, 0, null>,
cap2: <designer, cp1, 1, 1, c1>,
cp1: <read, top secret drawing, cc1>,
cc1: (col_num>=2)∧(total_weight>=5)∧((role_
set⊇‘board chairman’)∨(role_set⊇‘general
manager’)),
c1: (time>=9:00)∧(time<=17:00)∧
(access_IP_address in DA_IPSet).
The permission to read top secret drawings is a
collaborative permission, which cannot be granted
unless at least two different users, including a board
chairman or general manger, agree to do so. Moreover,
the total weight of the permission owned by these

collaborators should be equal to or greater than 5.
Suppose that role ‘general manager’ is senior to role
‘designer’. Policy cap2 is inheritable; i.e., role ‘general manager’ can inherit the permission with a
weight of 1 from its junior role ‘designer’. At the
same time, we observe that a general manager is directly assigned a weight of 2 towards the permission.
In such a case, the calculation and identification of the
total weight of the permission owned by the role
‘general manager’ is a significant issue. Here we are
concerned mainly with the calculation of permission
weight in the presence of role hierarchies.
Algorithm 1 Totalweight(r, cp)
Input: role r, collaborative permission cp
Output: the total weight of permission cp owned by role r
1 P←∅
2 tpw←0
/* if there exists a policy that is associated with role r and
permission cp, and its context constraint is satisfied */
3 if there exists capi: <ri, cpi, pweighti, typei, ci>∈CAP,
ri=r, cpi=cp, and ci is true then
4 tpw←tpw+pweighti
5 end if
/* Each policy in P is inheritable, its role is junior to r, its
permission is cp, and its context constraint is satisfied */
6 P←{capj|capj: <rj, cpj, pweightj, typej, cj>∈CAP, rj≤r,
cpj=cp, typej=1, and cj is true}
7 for each capj: <rj, cpj, pweightj, typej, cj>∈P do
8 tpw←tpw+pweightj
9 end for
10 return tpw

As described in Algorithm 1, in the presence of
role hierarchies, the total weight of permission cp
owned by a member of role r is the sum of the weight
directly assigned to r and the weight inherited from its
junior roles. The complexity of the algorithm is
O(capn), where capn represents the number of defined collaborative authorization policies.
Theorem 1 Algorithm 1 is correct.
Proof Algorithm 1 evaluates all policies. If there is
no active policy that is associated with permission cp
and role r (or its junior roles), the algorithm will return 0. Otherwise, it returns the sum of the weight
directly assigned to r and the weight inherited from its
junior roles towards permission cp. The algorithm
will terminate since the number of collaborative authorization policies is finite.
Therefore, in the above example, a general
manager has a total weight of 3 towards collaborative
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permission cp1 when the current time is between 9 am
and 5 pm, and the access IP address is in the local area
network.
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cp1: <write, secret drawing, cc1>, cc1: (col_num
>=2)∧(role_set⊇‘general manager’),
cp2: <approve, secret drawing, cc2>, cc2:
(col_num>=3)∧(total_weight>=6)∧
(role_set⊇‘general manager’).

5 Conflict detection and resolution
For a large-scale system, the number of collaborative authorization policies may grow large and
the interactions between them will be complex and
difficult to predict. When two collaborative authorization policies are deemed incompatible with each
other and their objectives cannot be simultaneously
met, or the performance of two or more collaborative
authorization policies will lead to situations that are
forbidden by defined SoD constraints, conflicts will
occur.
We believe that conflicts can be classified into
two broad categories, defined as follows:
Definition 10 (Policy conflict)
Policy conflicts
occur when two or more collaborative authorization
policies are deemed incompatible with each other. For
example, consider the following two policies:
cap1: <general manager, cp1, 2, 0, null>,
cap2: <general manager, cp1, 1, 0, null>,
cp1: <read, business strategy, cc1>,
cc1: (col_num>=2)∧(total_weight>=5).
Policy cap1 states that a member of role ‘general
manager’ is assigned the permission to read a business strategy with a weight of 2, while policy cap2
indicates that a member of role ‘general manager’ is
assigned the permission with a weight of 1. Thus,
both of these policies cannot be satisfied at the same
time and policy conflicts occur, and in this case, we
cannot decide how much weight, 2 or 1, should be
assigned to the role.
Definition 11 (Policy-constraint conflict)
Policyconstraint conflicts occur when the specification of
two or more collaborative authorization policies violates defined SoD constraints in the system. For example, consider the following two policies:
cap1: <technique department manager, cp1,
2, 0, null>,
cap2: <technique department manager, cp2,
1, 0, null>,

Policy cap1 states that role ‘technique department manager’ is assigned permission to write secret
drawings with a weight of 2, while policy cap2 indicates that role ‘technique department manager’ is
assigned permission to approve secret drawings with
a weight of 1. Thus, the performance of the two policies will introduce conflicts into the system since the
same person must not be allowed both to write and
approve the same drawing for the separation of duties.
The development of conflict detection and
resolution methods that can ensure and maintain the
consistency of all collaborative policies is a significant research challenge. In this section, we are concerned mainly with the provision of effective conflict
detection and resolution rules for the above defined
conflicts.
5.1 Conflict detection
5.1.1 Policy conflict detection
Definition 12 (Related context constraints) For two
context constraints ci and cj, if the contextual information specified by ci overlaps with the contextual
information specified by cj (e.g., an overlap between
two time intervals and another overlap between two
locations), then they are related context constraints,
denoted as: Related(ci, cj).
Definition 13 (Non-related context constraints) For
two context constraints ci and cj, if one of the following
conditions is satisfied, then they are non-related context constraints, denoted as ‘Non-related(ci, cj)’:
1. ci → ¬c j . The reverse of cj is inferable by ci;
that is, wherever ci is satisfied, cj is not satisfied.
2. c j → ¬ci . The reverse of ci is inferable by cj;
that is, wherever cj is satisfied, ci is not satisfied.
For example, consider the following three constraints:
c1: (time>=8:00)∧(time<=10:00),
c2: (time>=9:00)∧(time <=10:00),
c3: (time>=11:00)∧(time<=17:00).
We have Related(c1, c2), Non-related(c1, c3),
Non-related(c2, c3).
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A knowledge-based or a rule-based inference
mechanism can be employed to perform the above
inference.
Definition 14 (Related collaborative authorization
policies) If two collaborative authorization policies
capi: <ri, cpi, pweighti, typei, ci> and capj: <rj, cpj,
pweightj, typej, cj> have an overlapping scope specified by the pre-condition (ri=rj)∧(cpi=cpj)∧Related(ci,
cj), then they are related collaborative authorization
policies, denoted as ‘Related(capi, capj)’.
Rule 1 (Policy conflict detection rule) ∀capi, capj∈
CAP, Related(capi, capj)∧((pweighti≠pweightj)∨(typei
≠typej))→Conflict(capi, capi). That is, if two policies
are related and have different weights or types, then
they are inconsistent and policy conflicts occur. Policy conflicts are detected at specification time, when
new policies are added.
Algorithm 2
new_cap)

PolicyConflictDetection(CAP,

Input: the set of collaborative authorization policies
CAP, newly defined policy new_cap: <r, cp,
pweight, type, c>
Output: the set of policies exhibiting policy conflicts
PolicyConflict_CAP
1 PolicyConflict_CAP←∅
2 for each capi: <ri, cpi, pweighti, typei, ci>∈CAP do
3
if (ri=r)∧(cpi=cp)∧Related(ci, c) then
4
if (pweighti≠pweight)∨(typei≠type) then
5
PolicyConflict_CAP←PolicyConflict_CAP∪
(capi, new_cap)
6
end if
7
end if
8 end for
9 return PolicyConflict_CAP

The complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(capn). Next,
we will give a correctness proof of the algorithm.
Lemma 1 Two policies capi: <ri, cpi, pweighti, typei,
ci> and capj: <rj, cpj, pweightj, typej, cj> will exhibit a
conflict only if they are related.
Proof The policy capi states that role ri has a weight
of pweighti towards permission cpi if constraint ci is
satisfied. The policy capj states that role rj has a
weight of pweightj towards permission cpj if constraint cj is satisfied. If the two policies are not related,
then one of the following conditions holds: (1) ri≠rj;
(2) cpi≠cpj; (3) Non-related(ci, cj).
Note that if the two policies are not related, then
they have different permissions, roles, or non-related

context constraints. Clearly they would exhibit no
conflict in such cases. As Moffett and Sloman (1994)
pointed out, overlap is crucial to the discussion of
policy conflicts. Without a certain overlap between
the objects in two policies, there can be no conflict
between them.
If the two policies are related, then they have a
triple overlap of permission, role, and context constraint, and in such case, there is a potential for policy
conflicts. For example, if they have different weights,
i.e., pweighti≠pweightj, then we cannot decide how
much weight, pweighti or pweightj, the role ri (rj) has
towards permission cpi (cpj) under the situation in
which ci and cj are simultaneously met, and a policy
conflict occurs. Therefore, we can conclude that only
if two policies are related will they exhibit a policy
conflict.
Lemma 2 Two related policies capi and capj will
exhibit a policy conflict only if the condition
(pweighti≠pweightj)∨(typei≠typej) holds.
Proof
If two related policies capi and capj have
different weights, then we cannot decide how much
weight, pweighti or pweightj, the role ri has towards
permission cpi under the situation in which ci and cj
are simultaneously met, and a policy conflict occurs.
If they are of a different type, i.e., one is inheritable
and the other is non-inheritable, then we cannot decide whether the senior roles of ri can inherit the
permission cpi under the situation in which ci and cj
are simultaneously met, and a policy conflict occurs.
If two related policies do not satisfy the condition
defined above, then they define the same weight for
the combination of role ri and permission cpi, and
have the same type. In this case, they would exhibit
no conflict.
Theorem 2 Algorithm 2 is correct.
Proof We can conclude form Lemmas 1 and 2 that
only if two collaborative authorization policies are
related and have different weights or types, will they
exhibit policy conflicts. Moreover, the algorithm will
terminate since the number of collaborative authorization policies is finite.
5.1.2 Policy-constraint conflict detection
Policy conflicts can be detected purely by syntactic analysis of the policies. However, the detection
of policy-constraint conflicts depends on the understanding of the semantics of policies and cannot be
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determined directly from policy specifications. Owing to the complexity and diversity of SoD constraints,
detecting policy-constraint conflicts is a complex
topic, and in this subsection, we focus on providing
conflict detection methods for conflicts exhibited by
collaborative authorization policies and SSoD (static
SoD) contraints. We will address other types of constraints (e.g., cardinality constraints and dynamic
SoD variations) in future work.
SSoD is also called strong exclusion, indicating
that the same user can be assigned to no more than
one role in a mutually exclusive role set, or the same
role/user cannot be assigned two or more permissions
in a mutually exclusive permission set. SSoD constraints concern rules about how the users and permissions assigned to different roles may overlap and
are checked at specification time to prevent the construction of any authorization policy that may violate
the constraints. To detect policies that are in conflict
with SSoD constraints, we define the concept of the
policy-specification rule.
Definition 15 (Policy-specification rule)
Policyspecification rules are used to detect the conflicts
arising from the specification of collaborative authorization policies that violate SSoD constraints.
Each policy-specification rule is associated with a
SSoD constraint and takes the form: psr(sc): ∀capi,
capj∈CAP, C→Conflict(capi, capi), where sc denotes
the SSoD constraint. The rule states that if two policies capi and capj satisfy the conditions specified in
expression C, then they exhibit a policy-constraint
conflict.
For example, consider a SSoD constraint sc1
stating that users are not allowed both to draft and to
approve contracts. The constraint can also be stated as:
“Two policies that have overlapping roles, and grant
permissions to draft and approve contracts respectively, should not exist.” This can be defined as a
policy-specification rule shown below:
psr(sc1): ∀capi, capi∈CAP, (Role(capi)∩Role(capj)
≠∅)∧(cpi=<draft, contract>)∧(cpj=<approve, contract>)→Conflict(capi, capi),
where Role(capi) denotes the set of roles related to
policy capi. If capi is non-inheritable, then Role(capi)
=ri. If it is inheritable, then Role(capi)=ri∪{rj|rj≥ri}.
Policy-specification rules are evaluated at specification time, when new policies are added.
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Algorithm 3
PolicyConstraintConflictDetection(CAP, PSR, new_cap)
Input: CAP, the set of policy-specification rules PSR, and
newly added policy new_cap
Output: the set of policies exhibiting policy-constraint
conflicts PC_Conflict
1 PC_Conflict←∅
2 for each capi∈CAP do
3
for each psr∈PSR do
4
if capi and new_cap satisfy the condition expression
defined in psr then
5
PC_Conflict←PC_Conflict∪(capi, new_cap)
6
end if
7
end for
8 end for
9 return PC_Conflict

Suppose that the number of policy-specification
rules is psrn. The complexity of the algorithm is
O(capn×psrn).
Theorem 3 Algorithm 3 is correct.
Proof According to Definition 15, if two policies
satisfy the condition specified in a policy-specification rule, then they violate the SoD constraint related
to the rule, and a policy-constraint conflict occurs.
Algorithm 3 compares every policy pair composed of
an existing policy and the new policy with policyspecification rules. If these rules are correctly defined,
then the algorithm will return all policies exhibiting
policy-constraint conflicts. The algorithm will terminate since CAP and PSR are both finite sets.
5.2 Conflict resolution
If conflicts occur, it becomes necessary to apply
methods for conflict resolution. A practical method
for resolving conflicts is to identify which policy
involved in a conflict situation will take precedence.
Some methods that can be used to establish precedence in policy conflict situations have been studied
in policy-based management systems including
negative policy precedence and assigning explicit
priorities to policies (Dunlop et al., 2003; He et al.,
2005), but they can produce valid results in only some
circumstances and are not suitable for our collaborative authorization policies.
To address this issue, based on our previous research (Ma et al., 2009), the concepts of ‘priority rule’
and ‘resolution policy’ are introduced in this work,
allowing security administrators to decide the methods for conflict resolution flexibly according to the
system requirements.
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Definition 16 (Priority rule) A priority rule defines a
method to identify which policy involved in a conflict
situation will take precedence. It can be formally
described as priority_rule: <capi, relation, capj>→
priority(capi)>priority(capj), where capi and capj are
two policies involved in a conflict situation, and ‘relation’ denotes a possible relationship between them.
For example, <capi, >timestamp, capj> represents that
the creation date of capi is later than that of capj, and
<capi, <pweight, capj> indicates that the permission
weight of capi is smaller than that of capj. The possible relationships between two policies can be defined
flexibly according to the conflict resolution requirements of the system. The rule states that if two policies capi and capj satisfy the relationship specified by
‘relation’, then capi precedes capj.
Definition 17 (Resolution policy)
A resolution
policy is a total order of some priority rules that can
be formally described as resolution_policy: (priority_
rule1>priority_rule2>…>priority_rulen). Therein priority_rulet (t=1, 2, …, n) are the priority rules integrated in the resolution policy, and ‘>’ denotes the
order of priority established for the rules. Conflict
resolution is a step-by-step process. Sequentially, a
priority rule of higher priority is selected to resolve
remaining conflicts at each step, until no conflict
remains.
For example, there is a conflict resolution policy
defined as resolution_policy: (priority_rule1>priority_rule2>priority_rule3).
priority_rule1: <capi, >timestamp, capj>→
priority(capi)>priority(capj),
priority_rule2: <capi, >granter_level, capj>→
priority(capi)>priority(capj),
priority_rule3: <capi, <pweight, capj>→
priority(capi)>priority(capj).

The resolution policy represents that when two
policies capi and capj exhibit a conflict, first we will
compare the timestamps of the two conflict policies,
and a new policy will override an old policy. If they
have the same timestamp, then we compare the level
of the two granters, and a higher-level granter overrides a lower-level granter. If the level of the two
granters cannot be compared, then the policy with
smaller weight will take precedence.
The maximum number of conflicts exhibited by
all collaborative authorization policies is 1/2×capn×
(capn−1). The complexity of resolving all these conflicts using the proposed conflict resolution method is
O(m×capn2), where m is the number of priority rules
in the resolution policy.
6 Implementation framework of CACAM
Fig. 3 gives a high-level overview of the implementation framework of CACAM.
The framework consists of a certificate authority
(CA) and a collaborative authorization server (CAS).
The CA aims to create an X.509 access certificate for
each legitimate user. The CAS is responsible for deciding whether an access request will be granted.
When a user wants to access a collaborative permission, the user sends his/her access request and the
access certificate issued by CA to CAS, and CAS
makes an access decision, i.e., to grant or deny the
request. First, CAS verifies the validity of the access
certificate, and authenticates the requester. Then, it
evaluates defined collaborative authorization policies
applicable to the request. If the requester cannot satisfy the collaboration constraint of the targeted permission, then it checks all signed trust delegation
Users
Access decision

…
Apply for
access certificate

Access request
Access
certificate

Access
certificate
CA, certificate
authority
User
authentication
Access certificate
creation

Issued trust
delegation certificates

User
authentication

CAS, collaborative
authorization server

Access request
evaluation

Fig. 3 The implementation framework of the collaborative access control authorization model (CACAM)
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certificates to identify collaborators who are willing
to support the request. A user can issue a trust delegation certificate if he/she trusts another user to gain
specific collaborative permission. The certificate is
signed with the issuer’s private key. All signed trust
delegation certificates are stored in CAS for future
access request evaluation. Finally, CAS decides
whether the collaborators permitting the request satisfy the collaboration constraint of the requested
permission or not, and makes an access decision.

Users

CA,
certificate
authority

Apply for
access certificate
User authentication

Role assignment
parameter calculation
Certificate authority’s
private key
Access certificate
generation
Access
certificate

6.1 Access certificate
Definition 18 (Role identity code)
In CACAM,
each role has a unique identity code represented by a
prime number, e.g., 3, 5, and 7. The identity codes of
two roles must be different. In the following sections,
let ici represent the identity code of role ri.
Definition 19 (Role assignment parameter) A role
assignment parameter is used to express all roles
assigned to a user. The role assignment parameter of
user u is the product of the identity codes of all roles
assigned to u, i.e., ra = ∏ r ∈P ici , where P denotes the
i

set of roles assigned to u.
Definition 20 (Access certificate) A user must apply
for an access certificate issued by CA before he/she
accesses permissions. Access certificates are used to
authenticate securely a user that is requesting access
to a permission. Fig. 4 shows the contents of an access
certificate. Fig. 5 shows the process of issuing access
certificates.
Version
Certificate serial number

Fig. 5 The process of issuing access certificates

Furthermore, since a change to the system state
(e.g., the deletion of an existing role) may cause an
access certificate to be invalid, a table of invalid access certificates is created and stored in CAS to present a user from accessing permissions using an invalid certificate. For example, if a user has been revoked from a role following a change in organizational circumstances, his/her access certificate will be
invalid.
6.2 Access request evaluation
Fig. 6 shows the authorization process in CACAM.
CAS,
collaborative
authorization
server

Requester
Access decision

Access request
Access certificate

Collaborators
…

Certificate validity
verification

Signature algorithm identifier
Certificate
authority’s
private key

Issuer

Collaborative
access
desicion

Collaborative
authorization policies
Permission table

Validity period
Subject

Generate digital
signature

Issued trust
delegation
certificates

Invalid access
certificate table

Fig. 6 The process of data access in the collaborative
access control authorization model (CACAM)

Principal public key
Issuer unique identifier (optional)
Principal unique identifier (optional)
Extensions: role assignment
parameter
Certification authority’s digital
signature

Fig. 4 X.509 access certificate

When a user requests to be granted a collaborative permission, the user sends his/her access request
and access certificate to CAS. First, CAS verifies the
validity of the certificate. If the certificate is invalid,
then the request will be denied; otherwise, CAS evaluates all collaborative authorization policies and
calculates the total weight of the targeted permission
owned by the role activated by the requester. If the
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requester can satisfy the collaboration constraint of
the targeted permission, then CAS grants the access
request; otherwise, CAS evaluates all policies, identifies the set of roles and users that have a weight over
the targeted permission, and checks the list of signed
trust delegation certificates. If there exists a user who
has been assigned a weight over the requested permission and he/she has issued a trust delegation certificate associated with the requester and the targeted
permission (i.e., he/she trusts the requester to access
the targeted permission), then CAS will verify the
validity of the trust delegation certificate. If the certificate is valid, then the user is a collaborator supporting the request. If all users permitting the request
satisfy the collaboration constraint of the targeted
permission, then CAS grants the request; otherwise,
the request will be denied.
6.2.1 Trust delegation certificate
Definition 21 (Trust delegation certificate) A trust
delegation certificate is issued when a user trusts a
requester to gain specific collaborative permission. A
trust delegation certificate takes the form ‘tdc:
ER KR issuer [Issuer, Role, subject, cp, Trust_Value,
ValidDates, ValidDatee]’, where Issuer is the user who
issues the certificate, Role denotes the role to which
the issuer is assigned, ‘subject’ is a specific user who
is the target of the certificate (i.e., the issuer is willing
to support subject in gaining the targeted collaborative permission), cp is the targeted collaborative
permission of the certificate, Trust_Value is used to
represent the level of trust the issuer may have in
‘subject’ in accessing cp (i.e., how much ‘subject’ is
trusted by the issuer to access cp), ValidDates represents the starting date on which the certificate can be
considered valid, ValidDatee represents the ending
date on which the certificate will be considered invalid, ER represents the digital signature algorithm, and
KRissuer represents the private key of the issuer.
Trust delegation certificates are issued based on
defined collaborative authorization policies. Only if
there is a collaborative authorization policy that is
associated with the combination of role r and collaborative permission cp, could a user who is a
member of role r issue a trust delegation certificate
over cp. A list of all issued trust delegation certificates
is stored in CAS for access request evaluation.
Trust values and their meanings used in our ap-

proach are given in Table 3. The same issuer may
have different levels of trustworthiness in the same
requester to access different collaborative permissions. For example, a requester who is trusted to design a drawing may not be trusted to approve a
drawing.
Table 3
Value
1
2
3
4

Trust values and corresponding descriptions
Meaning
Description
Minimal
Lowest possible trust
Average
Most users have this trust level
Good
More trustworthy than most users
Complete
Completely trust this user

Examples of trust delegation certificates are as
follows:
tdc1: ER KR u 2 [u2 , general manager, u8, <write,
secret drawing>, 3, 2007/08/31, 2009/09/01];
tdc2: ER KR u 2 [u2 , general manager, u10, <write,
secret drawing>, 1, 2007/08/31, 2008/02/30].
The first certificate states that user u2 who is a
member of role ‘general manager’ has a trust level of
‘Good’ in user u8 to write secret drawings, whereas
the second certificate means that user u2 has a trust
level of ‘Minimal’ in user u10 to write secret drawings.
Definition 22 (Trustworthiness threshold) A trustworthiness threshold is used to decide whether the
issuer of a trust delegation certificate could be a collaborator supporting the target user to gain the targeted permission of the certificate. When a requester
requires access to a collaborative permission, CAS
will check all signed trust delegation certificates to
identify collaborators agreeing with the request.
Suppose that there exists a certificate that is associated with the requester and the requested permission.
Only if the trust-value specified in the certificate is
equal to or greater than the predefined thresholdnumber, could the issuer of the certificate be a collaborator supporting the request. Security administrators can set a threshold-number for trustworthiness
according to system security requirements.
Let us assume a trustworthiness threshold of
Trust_Thres=2. According to the above certificates, if
user u10 requests to be granted the collaborative permission to write a secret drawing, user u2 will not be
deemed as a collaborator of the request since the
trust-value specified in certificate tdc2 is less than
Trust_Thres.
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6.2.2 Access request evaluation algorithm
Algorithm 4 is used to determine whether a particular user’s request to access a collaborative permission is allowed. In the following sections, let ER,
DR, KRu, and KUu represent the RSA encryption
algorithm, RSA decryption algorithm, private key of
user u, and public key of user u, respectively.
Algorithm 4 AccessRequest_Evaluation(rm, ac)
Input: access request rm, and the requester’s access certificate
ac. rm takes the form ‘rm: ER KR u [u , r, cp, Nu]’, where
u is the requester, r is the role activated by requester u,
cp is the targeted collaborative permission, and Nu is a
random number
Output: If the access request is granted, then return true;
otherwise, return false
1 tw←0 /* tw denotes the total weight of permission cp
owned by all collaborators supporting the request */
2 PR←∅ /* PR represents the set of roles that have a weight
over the requested permission cp */
3 PU←∅ /* PU represents the set of users that have a weight
over the requested permission cp */
4 Col←∅ /* Col represents the set of users supporting the
request */
5 if ac is an invalid certificate then /* verify ac’s validity */
6
return false
7 end if
/* check whether the requester u is a member of role r */
8 if the role assignment parameter of ac is not divisible by the
identity code of role r then
9
return false
10 end if
11 DR KUu [ rm ] /* decrypt rm with the public key of u */

12 check random number Nu and decide whether the request is
a replay attack
13 if the request is a replay attack then
14 return false
15 end if
/* calculate the total weight of permission cp owned by role r */
16 tw←tw+Totalweight(r, cp)
/* if role r cannot be granted the targeted permission cp */
17 if tw==0 then
18 return false
19 end if
20 if requester u satisfies the collaboration constraint of permission cp then
21 return true
22 end if
/* identify the set of roles and users that have a weight over
the requested permission cp */
23 PR←∪{rj|rj∈Role(capi), capi: <ri, cpi, pweighti, typei,
ci>∈CAP, cpi=cp}
24 PU←∪{uj|uj∈UA(rj), rj∈PR, uj≠u} /* UA(rj) represents
the set of users assigned role rj */
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25 for each user uj∈PU do
26 evaluate all issued trust delegation certificates and decide
whether there exists a certificate that is issued by uj and
associated with requester u and targeted permission cp
27 if there exists such a certificate as ‘tdc: ER KR uj [u j , rj, u,
cp, Trust_Value, ValidDates, ValidDatee]’ (i.e., uj is
willing to support requester u to gain cp) and the certificate is valid then
/* check whether the trust-value reflecting the trustworthiness uj has in requester u in accessing targeted permission
cp is equal to or greater than the defined trustworthiness
threshold */
28
if Trust_Value≥Trust_Thres then
29
Col←Col∪{<uj, rj>} /* add <uj, rj> to the set of
collaborators permitting the request */
30
tw←tw+Totalweight(rj, cp)
31
end if
32 end if
33 end for
34 if all users permitting the request satisfy the collaboration
constraint of permission cp then
35 return true
36 else
37 return false
38 end if

The complexity of the algorithm is O(capn×rn2
×un)+O(I), where un is the number of users, rn is the
number of roles, and O(I) is the complexity of the
RSA algorithm.
Theorem 4 Algorithm 4 is correct.
Proof An access request can be granted only if the
following three conditions hold:
1. The requester is a legitimate user of the system.
2. The role activated by the requester has been
assigned the requested permission via the specification of collaborative authorization policies; i.e., the
total weight of the permission owned by the role
should not be equal to 0.
3. The collaborators supporting the request satisfy the collaboration constraint of the requested
permission.
The algorithm grants an access request only if
the above conditions hold true.
Moreover, the algorithm will terminate. If the
requester is illegitimate or his/her access certificate is
invalid, the algorithm will terminate. Otherwise, the
algorithm evaluates defined collaborative authorization policies, checks all signed trust delegation certificates, and decides whether the request will be
granted or denied. Since the number of collaborative
authorization policies and the set of users are finite,
the algorithm will stop.
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7 An illustrative example
An illustrative example we will use is an electrical design document management system. Fig. 7
shows the roles and the role hierarchy in the system.
Electrical design documents in the system are
classified into three security levels, ‘top secret’, ‘secret’, and ‘public’, where ‘top secret’ is the highest
security level and ‘public’ is the lowest. Permissions
to access public documents are regular permissions
(i.e., public documents can be accessed by a requester
without the participation or agreement of other users),
Board chairman
General manager
Technique manager
Auditor
Designer

Proof-reader

Immediate inheritance relationship

Fig. 7 Example roles and role hierarchy for an electrical
design document management system

whereas permissions for accessing documents with
level ‘top secret’ or ‘secret’ are collaborative permissions (i.e., these documents need to be accessed collaboratively by multiple users). Table 4 shows collaborative permissions for accessing top secret documents and corresponding collaboration constraints.
Related collaborative authorization policies in
the system are defined in Table 5.
First, we will give an example of access certificate creation. Table 6 shows the user-role assignments
in the system.
Assume that user u3 sends a request to CA to
apply for an access certificate. If u3 is already authenticated, then CA will calculate the role assignment parameter for u3, ra(u3)=3×5=15, where 3 and 5
are the identity codes of designer and auditor, respectively. Finally, CA will create an X.509 access
certificate for u3.
Next, we show an example of access request
evaluation. Assume that u3 activates the role ‘designer’ and wants to read drawing d with level ‘top
secret’. First, u3 sends the request and his/her access
certificate to CAS. If the certificate is valid, then CAS

Table 4 Example collaborative permissions and corresponding collaboration constraints
Corresponding
Collaborative permission
Description
collaboration constraint
cp1: <read, top secret
The permission to read top secret documents cannot be granted to a
cc1: (col_num>=2)∧(total_
document, cc1>
requester unless the requester has approval from other users inweight>=5)∧((role_set⊇
‘board chairman’)∨(role_set cluding a board chairman or general manager, and the total weight
of the permissions owned by them is equal to or greater than 5
⊇‘general manager’))
The permission to print top secret documents cannot be granted to a
cp2: <print, top secret
cc2: (col_num>=3)∧(role_
requester unless the requester has approval from at least two
document, cc2>
num>=2)∧(total_weight
other users. Moreover, the requester and the participants should
>=6)∧(role_set⊇‘board
activate at least two different roles including the role ‘board
chairman’)
chairman’, and the total weight of the permissions owned by
them is equal to or greater than 6
The permission to write top secret documents cannot be granted to
cp3: <write, top secret
cc3: (col_num>=3)∧(role_
a requester unless the requester has approval from at least two
document, cc3>
num>=2)∧(total_weight
other users. Moreover, the requester and the participants should
>=5)∧((role_set⊇‘board
activate at least two different roles including the role ‘board
chairman’)∨(role_set
chairman’ or ‘general manager’, and the total weight of the
⊇‘general manager’))
permissions owned by them is equal to or greater than 5
The permission to proof-read top secret documents cannot be
cp4: <proof-read, top
cc4: (col_num>=3)∧(total_
secret document, cc4>
granted to a requester unless the requester has approval from at
weight>=5)∧((role_set⊇
least two other users including a board chairman or general
‘board chairman’)∨
manger, and the total weight of the permissions owned by them
(role_set⊇‘general
is equal to or greater than 5
manager’))
The permission to approve top secret documents cannot be granted
cp5: <approve, top secret cc5: (col_num>=3)∧(total_
document, cc5>
to a requester unless the requester has approval from at least two
weight>=5)∧((role_set⊇
{board chairman, technique other users. Moreover, the collaborators supporting the request
should include a board chairman and a technique manger or a
manager})∨(role_set⊇
{general manager, technique general manger and a technique manger, and the total weight of
the permissions owned by them is equal to or greater than 5
manager}))
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Table 5
Collaborative authorization policy
cap1: <board chairman, cp1, 3, 0, null>
cap2: <general manager, cp1, 2, 0, null>
cap3: <technique manager, cp1, 1, 0, cc1>,
cc1: (time>=9:00)∧(time<=17:00)
cap4: <designer, cp1, 1, 1, cc2>
cap5: <proof-reader, cp1, 1, 0, cc2>
cap6: <auditor, cp1, 1, 0, cc2>
cc2: (time>=9:00)∧(time<=17:00)∧
(access_IP_address in DA_IPSet)

cap7: <board chairman, cp2, 3, 0, null>
cap8: <general manager, cp2, 2, 0, null>
cap9: <technique manager, cp2, 1, 0, null>
cap10: <board chairman, cp3, 2, 0, null>
cap11: <general manager, cp3, 2, 0, null>
cap12: <technique manager, cp3, 1, 0, cc1>
cap13: <designer, cp3, 1, 1, cc2>
cap14: <board chairman, cp4, 2, 0, null>
cap15: <general manager, cp4, 2, 0, null>
cap16: <technique manager, cp4, 1, 0, cc1>
cap17: <proof-reader, cp4, 1, 1, cc2>
cap18: <board chairman, cp5, 2, 0, null>
cap19: <general manager, cp5, 2, 0, null>
cap20: <technique manager, cp5, 1, 0, cc1>
cap21: <auditor, cp5, 1, 0, cc2>

Examples of collaborative authorization policies
Description
A board chairman is assigned a weight of 3 towards collaborative permission cp1
A general manager is assigned a weight of 2 towards collaborative permission cp1
A technique manager is assigned a weight of 1 towards collaborative permission
cp1 when access time is between 9 am and 5 pm
A role designer, proof-reader, or auditor is assigned a weight of 1 towards cp1
when access time is between 9 am and 5 pm, and the access IP address belongs
to the local area network. Since cap4 is inheritable, the senior roles of designer,
e.g., technique manager, can inherit a weight of 1 towards cp1 when the access
time is between 9 am and 5 pm, and the access IP address belongs to the local
area network
A board chairman is assigned a weight of 3 towards collaborative permission cp2
A general manager is assigned a weight of 2 towards collaborative permission cp2
A technique manager is assigned a weight of 1 towards collaborative permission
cp2
A board chairman is assigned a weight of 2 towards collaborative permission cp3
A general manager is assigned a weight of 2 towards collaborative permission cp3
A technical manager is assigned a weight of 1 towards cp3 when the access time
is between 9 am and 5 pm
A designer and its senior roles can be granted a weight of 1 towards cp3 when the
access time is between 9 am and 5 pm, and the access IP address belongs to the
local area network
A board chairman is assigned a weight of 2 towards collaborative permission cp4
A general manager is assigned a weight of 2 towards cp4
A technique manager can be granted a weight of 1 towards cp4 when the access
time is between 9 am and 5 pm
A proof-reader and its senior roles can be granted a weight of 1 towards cp4 when
the access time is between 9 am and 5 pm, and the access IP address belongs to
the local area network
A board chairman is assigned a weight of 2 towards collaborative permission cp5
A general manager is assigned a weight of 2 towards cp5
A technique manager can be granted a weight of 1 towards cp5 when the access
time is between 9 am and 5 pm
An auditor can be granted a weight of 1 towards cp5 when access time is between
9 am and 5 pm, and the access IP address belongs to the local area network

Table 6 User-role assignments in the example system

User
u1
u2
u3
u4
u5
u6
u7
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Explicitly assigned role(s)
Board chairman
General manager
Designer, auditor
Technique manager
Designer
Proof-reader
Auditor

will evaluate all policies and decide whether u3 can
satisfy the collaboration constraint of requested permission cp1. Since permission cp1 can be granted only
when at least two different users, including a board
chairman or general manager, agree to do so, CAS
will check the list of issued trust delegation

certificates and collect those that support the access
request. Let us assume that there exist the following
two trust delegation certificates associated with the
request; i.e., the target user of these certificates is the
requester, and their targeted permission is the requested permission:
tdc1: ER KR u 1 [u1 , board chairman, u3, <read, top
secret drawing>, 2, 2008/03/01, 2009/09/01];
tdc2: ER KR u 2 [u2 , general manager, u3, <read, top
secret drawing>, 2, 2008/08/31, 2009/12/30].
Let us assume a trustworthiness threshold of
Trust_Thres=2. Both u1 and u2 have a trust-value of 2
in u3 to gain the requested permission; i.e., they permit the request. Since u1 is assigned a weight of 3, and
u2 a weight of 2 towards permission cp1, all users
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permitting the request satisfy the collaboration constraint of permission cp1 and CAS will grant the
request.

8 Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we have proposed an authorization
model for collaborative access control (CACAM). In
CACAM, permissions are assigned to roles via the
specification of collaborative authorization policies,
in which a permission weight reflecting the degree of
trust in a role in gaining a collaborative permission is
considered and a context constraint used to guarantee
the principle of least privileges is defined. Each collaborative permission is related to a collaboration
constraint that must be satisfied by requesters to gain
the permission, including the least number of collaborators and the least total weight owned by collaborators. CACAM can satisfy the special requirements of collaborative access control. The implementation framework of CACAM is also presented.
Effective conflict detection and resolution methods
are provided to guarantee the exemption of inconsistency and ambiguities within collaborative authorization policies.
Our future work will address several issues including the administration of the CACAM model and
the further refinement of collaborative authorization
policies, which are considered to exist at many different levels of abstraction.
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